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Abstract

Though the Walt Disney Studio’s early films have attracted considerable scholarly attention, music’s roles in these works

have largely passed unnoticed. The shorts and features of Disney’s Golden Age collectively heralded the emergence of a

new form of expression: the animated film musical. An aesthetic mode that negotiates the tensions between speech and

song within the theoretically limitless medium of animation, the animated musical represents a distinct genre that carries

unique expressive and dramatic potential. In this project, I examine the ways in which Disney mobilized this new genre to

create a specific brand of prewar escapist spaces.

While the bar sheet system developed for Steamboat Willie initially presented a practical solution to the technical

challenges of sound synchronization, its resultant hyper-explicit alignment of sonic and visual gestures presents the

viewer with a utopic vision of the world that blurs boundaries between image and sound. I argue that the studio’s musical

numbers continued to pursue this mode of synesthetic presentation throughout its Golden Age in order to represent an

idealized unity between art and life. This agenda became increasingly apparent as the studio pursued an aesthetic of

hyperrealism, culminating in the release of Bambi, whose musical numbers appear to arise spontaneously from an

offscreen “voice of nature.” I close this project by considering the political implications of this unique form of escapist

entertainment.
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